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NWAR049 R/O CHURCH, ANSLEY Ansley The site comprises the majority of a grass field located on the northern edge of the 
village, immediately west of the housing estate on St Lawrence Road. The settlement is 
located on a on a ridge and the site appears to be widely exposed to the north; the tree 
belt apparent on aerial photographs appears to have been wholly or at least partially 
removed opening up the site.  A few trees delineate the northern boundary of the field just 
beyond the site and the site is apparent from the right of way running past New Park 
Farm.The site comprises mainly rough pastureland bordered by mature hedge banks and 
the site is not readily accessible.

Call for sites promotion 0 40 0401.46SLA 147/FD0828

NWAR050 LAND ADJ ANSLEY 
ALLOTMENTS

Ansley This site comprises a three rough pasture fields on the north eastern edge of the village, 
two of which have a particular urban fringe character. The northern and central parts of 
the site wrap around an area of allotments; the housing estate at St Lawrence Road 
forms a prominent edge on the north western side and development along Birmingham 
Road forms the south western edge beyond the allotments. The field adjoining the estate 
falls slightly to the south east and development in this part of the site offers an 
opportunity to create a more attractive edge to the settlement, where existing 
development is already prominent forming a backdrop in views from the east/south east. 
The central field is located slightly lower; whilst the boundary hedge provides no 
containment from the more open landscape that runs away to the east/south east the site 
is strongly related to the existing settlement edge and the allotments. The south eastern 
field has a slightly more attractive character due the higher level of boundary vegetation 
that softens the settlement edge; the north eastern boundary is defined by a low hedge 
allowing medium distance views out across the undulating landscape beyond from the 
right of way that runs along the southern edge of the field. The slight rise in the landform 
east of the site, combined with the softening effect of vegetation, ensures that the 
existing settlement edge sits well within the landscape when viewed from Tunnel Road 
when approaching from the north east.

Call for sites promotion 0 43 0435.15FD0855 / SLA 61

NWAR133 PADDOCK AT 
VILLAGE FARM, 
ANSLEY

Ansley This site lies just within the green belt, the edge of which follows the south western side 
of the site, at the northern end of the village. It comprises a farmstead with some 
traditional outbuildings, modern agricultural barns, a large yard to the rear which appears 
to be occupied by lorries as part of a haulage business; a strip of unmanaged land 
extends along the western side of Birmingham Road, from which it is separated by a 
reasonable hedge that contributes to the character of the approach into the settlement. 
The main yard may be regarded as Brownfield land and development in this location 
would, subject to the retention (perhaps conversion) of the older buildings if these are of 
historic interest, would be appropriate; the buildings and the haulage yard are prominent 
on the ridge and a lower density development with substantial planting associated with it 
may provide an appropriate and more sympathetic long term use. The unmanaged area 
is more sensitive to change; however the existing houses on the opposite side of the road 
are already apparent on the ridge in views from the south west.

Call for sites promotion 30 0 0300.88SLA 58

NWAR149 LAND ADJ ATH 
STATION AND SOUTH 
MEREVALE ROAD

Atherstone This narrow linear site comprises horse-grazed pasture, some sheds, and an apparently 
well-used area of (unsightly) allotments which occupy more than half of the site. The 
western boundary is formed by a high stone wall which marks the edge of the Merevale 
Park, a Park and Garden of Special Historic Interest (Policy ENV 15 applies). The edge 
of the park beyond is defined by a tall belt of woodland such that there is no apparent 
inter-visibility with the parkland and associated Hall. The eastern boundary is formed by 
the canal and the open land provides a foreground in views from the canal towards the 
edge of the park. The northern tip of the site forms part of an attractive Conservation 
Area centred on the locks and canal side buildings where the canal passes below 
Merevale Road. Mixed use site of  pastureland (almost a third of site) used for 
horses/grazing/private use/recreation and old allotments under private control at just over 
two thirds of the site (Merevale Estates). Over half of the allotments still appear in active 
use.700 to 850m from town centre services/amenities.

Call for sites promotion 0 60 0604.84SLA 75
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NWAR066 LAND NORTH OF 
HOLLY LANE, 
ATHERSTONE

Atherstone This site is adjacent to an existing housing estate.  It is also adjacent to an employment 
site. This site comprises a narrow heavily horse-grazed grass field, lying east of Holly 
Lane Roundabout and north of Rowland Way, a recently constructed road serving the 
adjacent employment area. The field is contained by a belt of vegetation along the 
northern boundary which combines with the vegetation within site NWAR181 immediately 
to the north to form a high level of enclosure from the land that falls away gently towards 
the River Sence. The southern boundary is formed by a hedgerow retained alongside a 
section of redundant road and the new road; the site falls gently eastwards to Innage 
Brook and housing which forms a discreet boundary. There is existing access onto the 
site which could be acceptable with some improvements. Durno's horticultural nursery to 
rear (north) of site forms top of small hill rising above floodplain.

Call for sites promotion 0 75 0752.78SLA 98 / FD0851

NWAR148 LAND ADJ 
ATHERSTONE 
STATION

Atherstone The site lies directly east of the Coventry Canal, with the mainline railway forming its 
eastern boundary. The site is not readily accessible but appears to be an area of 
allotments, some of which still appear to be in use, whilst others have been abandoned 
and have reverted to scrub; recent housing lies to the north (Merevale Road) with an 
older estate (Minions Close) to the south. The site was formerly allotments approximately 
a third are still in use.

Call for sites promotion 23 0 0231.19SLA 74

NWAR181 DURNOS NURSERIES Atherstone The site is currently a plant nursery, comprising a number of glasshouses, sheds, hard 
standings, and remnant areas of grass, and a house fronting on to Old Holly Lane, all set 
within an area that contains significant vegetation which slopes gently northwards. The 
northern boundary is defined by a reasonable hedgerow and vegetation (including tall 
conifer hedges) that contain the site from the B4116 along its western frontage. To the 
north the land slopes away gently across open arable farmland towards the River Sence.  
Site forms top of small hill rising above floodplain which curves around site to North and 
North East. Existing garden centre use on site., Site forms top of small hill rising above 
floodplain which curves around site to North and North East.

Call for sites promotion 0 94 0943.58SLA 100

NWAR175 LAND ADJ 3 MEADOW 
GARDENS

Baddesley Ensor This area is difficult to appraise on the ground as the two sites make up a parcel of land 
that is bordered by development on two sides and subdivided into a mosaic of small 
parcels by overgrown hedgerows and trees, which may have some historical 
interest/value. A cottage lies within site 175. Land uses appear to be a mix of gardens, 
small paddocks, and allotments (used –with a collection of sheds - and unused). The 
area has an interesting and varied character and the high level of vegetation softens the 
interface between the development to the south and west and the rising land within 
Baddesley Common. Sloping area of allotments and small gardens in active use. Mature 
tree'd hedge banks border much of site and allotment/garden plots. Increasing gradient 
sloping from SW up to NE. Adjoins rough grassland/common land with access off 
Newlands Rd.

Not known 0 13 0130.57SLA 92B

NWAR008 LAND ADJ 3 MEADOW 
GARDENS

Baddesley Ensor This is a small sloping area of allotments and small gardens some in active use, most 
vacant/unused. Housing development on 3 sides. Mature tree'd hedge banks border 
much of site and allotment/garden plots. The site is part of larger site with SLA 92B. 
Slopes gently from SW up to NE.

Not known 0 6 060.29SLA92A/PS02

NWAR146 CHURCH FARM, 
BADDESLEY ENSOR

Baddesley Ensor This site comprises a complex of traditional farm buildings and farm house (Church 
Farm) arranged around a yard, modern Dutch barn and some sheds and storage yard 
north of New Street. The farm buildings and house are in disrepair. The older buildings 
form an interesting group, linked by old brick and stone boundary walls, and appear to 
have potential to be restored/converted; this should be encouraged as the group are an 
interesting feature. The group lies on the eastern edge of this narrow sloping site, which 
falls northwards to a small brook and pond and south eastwards to a broad valley bottom. 
The undeveloped parts of the site form an interesting complex of trees, scrub and 
unmanaged areas and the site is very well integrated into the landscape and lends 
character to this edge of the village where Church House, located just opposite, 
reinforces this identity and wider historical relationship with the church. The vegetation is 
also important for the screening that it provides in views from St Nicholas’s church 
located across the field to the north.

Call for sites promotion 17 18 0351.47SLA 72
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NWAR069 LAND EAST OF 
WOODPACK FARM

Dordon The site is an open, level paddock/pastureland with slight slope up from NW to SE. The 
site lies between existing built limit of Polesworth to west and Woodpark farm and 
buildings to east. The site is outside present development boundary. There is frontage 
onto B5000, which is still fairly fast at this point as traffic slows to enter Polesworth.  
Coventry canal forms the northern boundary and hedge banks and small bushes trees 
border/screen the site. The site lies outside floodplain but land to west at the entrance to 
Polesworth does sometimes flood (possible poor drainage, as not in indicative floodplain).

Call for sites promotion 0 42 0421.53FD0505/ SLA 57

NWAR171b UK COAL COMBINED 
SITES AT 
DORDON/POLESWORT
H

Dordon The land to the south east (south of Church Road/Dunns Lane) falls south/south 
eastwards towards the A5 and Penmire Brook valley beyond. A large part of this area is 
occupied by woodland (much it appears has established on old mining areas) which 
integrate the settlement within the landscape and contributes to its setting (the wooded 
flank of the hill side is readily apparent from the south); as such it is most sensitive to 
change. Many informal footpath routes criss-cross the area.

Not known 0 0 225225158.15SLA 89

NWAR236 LAND AT DUNNS 
LANE, DORDON

Dordon The site is a small overgrown paddock, now part of larger field to rear. The site is 
screened by trees and some hedge banks. At end of limited, sporadic residential 
development along Dunns Lane, although denser residential development on opposite 
side of Dunns Lane.

Call for sites promotion 6 0 060.21SLA 152 / PS50

NWAR154 LAND EAST OF 
GYPSY LANE, 
DORDON

Dordon The site is an open Greenfield site lying 2 to 3m below and to south of A5. The site 
comprises rough pastureland sloping down from NW to SE into shallow stream valley ( 
Penmire Brook) then rising to south. The site surrounds the former sewage works (site 
SLA95)., Open Greenfield site lying 2 to 3m below and to south of A5. Rough pastureland 
sloping down from NW to SE into shallow stream valley ( Penmire Brook) then rising to 
south. There is a limited area along Penmire Brook that is shown as at risk from flooding.

Call for sites promotion 0 150 15030017.20SLA 80

NWAR171a UK COAL COMBINED 
SITES AT 
DORDON/POLESWORT
H

Dordon The settlement sits astride a north south ridge and development has respected the ridge 
top along the eastern side; the land beyond falls away quite steeply to the east/north east 
and is generally widely exposed to view from the flat landscape of the River Anker 
floodplain which has a strong rural character. The Hollies (Ancient Woodland) is a strong 
landscape feature which contributes the setting and integration of the settlement edge. 
There are some subtle differences in character due to variations in landform and 
vegetation that create some opportunities for accommodating development within this 
area.

Not known 0 0 200200156.99SLA 89

NWAR178 DORDON SEWERAGE 
WORKS, DORDON

Dordon Ground slopes from NW to SE on site of old Sewage Treatment works so partially 
previously developed/Brownfield. Marshy area of reed beds at SE bottom of site adjacent 
drain to Penmire Brook. Site SLA80 surrounds the site., Site of small sewage treatment 
works with a narrow access onto Gypsy Lane immediately south of Dordon Roundabout. 
Visually prominent from A5, open to view, little boundary screening. Slopes from access 
point at NW corner down  to SE and shallow stream valley, Penmire Brook. Possible 
partial Brownfield classification?

Call for sites promotion 0 70 0702.18SLA 95

NWAR038 LAND AT LAUREL 
AVE/COMMON LANE

Dordon This site is a level site (gentle gradient) at end of existing estate road. Mature hedge bank 
screening around site which limit visual impact. Existing development on two sides. No 
physical constraints.

Call for sites promotion 0 28 0281.04FD0320/ SLA 66A

NWAR187 LAND WEST OF 
DORDON

Dordon The site comprises a series of large open arable fields sloping gently NNE up from the 
M42 and A5 up to Dordon and Polesworth. Very few field boundaries or hedges and what 
there is sparse and minimal. The site is clearly visible from A5 and Tamworth boundaries. 
Birchmoor to north forms crest of hill/slope.

Not known 0 192 25845075.69SLA 107
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NWAR188 GYPSY LANE DORDON Dordon The site is subdivided by a rectangular block of woodland; the western part shares the 
same characteristics as site NWAR186, being only separated from it by a low hedge. The 
eastern part has a smaller scale character as it falls south towards Penmire Brook, an 
area that is distinctive with a large number of mature trees especially along Gypsy Lane 
which runs south of the A5 and forms the eastern boundary. The vegetation assists with 
integrating the ribbon of houses that lie south of the A5, and just beyond the northern 
boundary. Large open farmland/pasture around property called the "Beanstalk". Site 
includes a smaller field/paddock and existing, operating playing fields/football ground. 
Slopes south west  from A5 towards Birch Coppice and surface water lagoons, which is 
partially screened from views from east/Gypsy Lane by strand of mature woodland at Holt 
Wood, running parallel to road.

Call for sites promotion 0 210 7928916.57SLA 35/ PS34

NWAR141 MEADOW RISE 
GARDEN & PASTURE

Grendon This is a small garden and pasture site, accessed off narrow, private lane. The site 
slopes from SW down to NE, and is outside present development boundary.

Call for sites promotion 15 0 0150.59SLA 68

NWAR242 LAND AT SPON LANE 
(INCLUDES 
ALLOTMENTS)

Grendon The site is a flat, mixed use site with allotments, private open space/pond and garden, 
small builders yard and parking/storage, outside present development boundary. 
Properties facing on to A5 appear to have access at rear across this site. Site heavily 
screened by tall hedge banks and Leylandii from surrounding countryside. Development 
along 2 sides. Access into site narrow, hemmed in by adjoining dwellings. Access via 
Spon Lane, avoiding need to access directly onto A5.

Call for sites promotion 0 180 11029012.93SLA 69(1A)

NWAR164 LAND ADJ 9 CARTS 
LANE

Grendon This site was not accessible but appears to be occupied by scrub and a good number of 
trees (and may be of ecological value) with detached housing on most of three sides. 
Whilst the land is located on gently rising ground it appears to be well contained from the 
wider area due to the screening created by the woodlands – Black Ridding and Grendon 
Wood, both of which are ancient woodlands – to the north and east which help to 
integrate the edge of the settlement in this location.

Call for sites promotion 10 0 0100.39SLA 86/ PS07

NWAR024 LAND RO/145 
COLESHILL ROAD, 
ANSLEY

Hartshill The site is part valley, part Greenfield site or scrub woodland, with some 
gardens/allotments. The Western edge comprises an old railway/mineral line, still used 
for access to rear of properties but largely overgrown. Site is surrounded on 3 sides by 
existing development/housing. The site is not particularly visually prominent.

Call for sites promotion 0 62 0621.78PS30/SLA2/ SLA 
122

NWAR128 LAND AT HARTSHILL 
QUARRY

Hartshill This is a very large site surrounding three sides of the largest of Hartshill Quarries; the 
quarry is redundant, with steep sides and contains deep water and is designated as a 
RIGS (Policy ENV 3). The edge of the quarry is followed by a right of way (part of the 
Quarryman’s Walk). The site is quite varied in nature and is well located on the edge of 
the settlement. Northern part comprises a discreet narrow pasture field, with the northern 
end extending to the edge of a smaller quarry and which is partially exposed with the 
hillside falling away to the north. Flat arable and pasture land running around the south 
western part. This is very well contained by the planting undertaken to screen the quarry 
and Snow Hill wood in the south western part which screens housing beyond, and abuts 
a large school complex. The south eastern part is dominated by scrub with a number of 
informal paths, with a playing field at the eastern end adjoining Nuneaton Road; housing 
lies to the north east and south. The site does contribute to varying degrees to the 
character of the settlement, and forms an attractive setting to the Holy Trinity church; a 
few scattered mature oak trees create a slight parkland character.

Call for sites promotion 0 240 6830826.49SLA 52

NWAR145 LAND AT MOORWOOD 
LANE

Hartshill This site is located on the northern side of a valley north of Ansley Common and 
comprises a matrix of woodland and open grasslands with a distinctive attractive 
character, crossed by a number of rights of way; two RIGS are located in the vicinity of 
Moor Wood all or part of which lie within the site. A group of redundant sheds lie in part of 
the site. The woodland is an important landscape feature in views along the valley and 
from the south/south west and appears long established with many mature trees; the 
intricate mosaic may be of significant ecological value. Part of site is a location of old 
quarry/mineral works and much of the former historic land has now naturalized and likely 
to be classed primarily as Greenfield.

Call for sites promotion 0 127 012710.62SLA 71
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NWAR208 LAND ADJ 14 ELM 
WAY, HARTSHILL

Hartshill The site is a small meadow with several trees located within the site. Low Density 
development adjoining site, large properties in large gardens. The site is within walking 
distance from Hartshill Country Park and Recreation ground.

Call for sites promotion 10 0 0100.33SLA 125

NWAR207 LAND AT MOORWOOD 
LANE

Hartshill This site lies to the south of Moorwood Lane and is an area of scattered scrub and rough, 
horse-grazed land and forms part of the more open valley floor. Development in most of 
this site would be unsympathetic in landscape and visual terms, extending development 
westwards from where it is currently filtered and screened by vegetation.  The site is part 
previously developed/part Greenfield site.  There are scrub pasture/fields and woodland 
with some agricultural/storage uses on site and some improved pasture. Slopes gradually 
from north west to south east., Part pdl part Greenfield site.  Scrub pasture/fields and 
woodland with some agricultural/storage uses on site and some improved pasture

Call for sites promotion 18 0 0182.89SLA 124

NWAR119 LAND ADJ RALPH 
CRESCENT

Kingsbury This is a large site wrapping around the north western side of the settlement. The largest 
part of the site lies to the north, located on the northern end of a low ridge that extends 
south through much of the settlement. The land appears to be unmanaged and there is 
evidence of widespread informal access. The River Tame forms the north west 
boundary.  The existing housing within the Kingsway estate to the south forms a harsh 
prominent edge with rear gardens backing on to the site. This part of the site, with 
existing development beyond, is apparent in the approach along the A51 and from the 
M42 that lies just to the north.   The site wraps around existing residential development 
and approximately 10% of the site is affected by potential flooding/flood plain at NW 
boundary of site. The site lies within the greenbelt.

Call for sites promotion 0 200 10030016.91SLA 40

NWAR029 LAND AT TAMWORTH 
ROAD, KINGSBURY

Kingsbury The site consists of a moderately sized open arable field located in a low lying area 
between the northern edge of the settlement, which is locally prominent, and the M42. 
The landform and other features form a discreet bowl within the landscape; vegetation 
alongside the motorway and to the north contains views from that aspect and the 
embankment of the A51 Tamworth Road to the west, with related vegetation, also 
contains the site. The northern boundary is formed by a small ditch line with smaller 
arable fields and an area of rough ground lying to the north extending the M42 and there 
is scope to incorporate this land within the site. Main part of the site is fairly flat pasture 
land with marshes in some areas.  Road frontage onto Tamworth Road along the western 
boundary - fairly narrow and considerably higher than site ground level., Main site fairly 
flat pasture land. Possibly a little marshy in some areas.  Road frontage onto Tamworth 
Road (western boundary) is fairly narrow and considerably higher than site ground level.

Call for sites promotion 0 200 362367.89PS32/FD0837/SLA 
10

NWAR220 LAND AT COV RD, 
KINGSBURY

Kingsbury This site is a long, narrow site, tree'd with low storage shed which appears to be a farm 
building at centre of site. There is a stream along southern boundary and the eastern end 
lies within flood plain of Tame valley.

Call for sites promotion 20 0 0200.79SLA 139

NWAR247 LAND OFF OLD FARM 
ROAD, MANCETTER

Mancetter Site 247 is a small grass field (currently grazed by deer) and which is visually discreet 
within the wider landscape although it is more apparent from higher land to the south 
west where it does contribute to the overall green setting of the settlement. It is contained 
from the north by the large residential estate off Manor Road, and access is potentially 
good off Old Farm Road. The eastern boundary abuts a Scheduled Ancient Monument 
(SAM), and appears to be defined by a strong hedgerow. The railway line forms the south 
western boundary.

Call for sites promotion 27 0 0270.81PS45(2)

NWAR244 LAND AT NUNEATON 
ROAD, MANCETTER

Mancetter This site consists of an arable field that slopes southwards from the local high point upon 
which the historic part of Mancetter (a Conservation Area) is located. The edge of the 
existing settlement is moderately contained and discreet within the wider landscape, 
being softened by vegetation with the church appearing above trees. This vegetation 
helps to define the southern limit of the built up area and new development in this 
moderately open field could appear as protrusion into the countryside beyond this edge. 
The site is adjoined to the north by some more recent detached houses but these are 
softened to some degree by vegetation when seen from outside the site. Detached 
houses in large gardens form the frontage with the B411 Nuneaton Road. The southern 
boundary is defined by a small area of woodland and trees which follow a small brook; 
the western edge is bordered by the railway.

Not known 30 60 0903.02PS46
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NWAR007 LAND AT WESTWOOD 
ROAD/HERRING ROAD

Mancetter This is flat, triangular area of rough grassland and trees/shrubs, which is no longer in 
agricultural use.  The land is effectively used as informal open space with footpath across 
site from existing adjoining housing development, enabling access to the canal and 
"outwoods". The site is accessible via Herring Road serving recent housing development 
(site of former factory)

Call for sites promotion 24 0 0240.80SLA 
120/PS03/FD0843

NWAR003 LAND AT NEW ARLEY New Arley This is a large and complex site that comprises several arable fields, defined by hedges, 
on the southern side of New Arley, with a smaller field adjoining the eastern end of the 
village. The northern field of the main parcel is large where several fields have been 
amalgamated, and adjoins the southern edge of housing which forms a generally harsh 
interface with the countryside, whilst the woodland of Astley Gorse provides good 
containment to the east. The land then falls south westwards, gently at first, forming the 
head of a valley with higher land on both sides, and which becomes more open to the 
south west. Free standing and mature hedgerow oak trees are a particular characteristic 
of the whole area and provide a very substantial contribution to the integration of the built 
up area within the wider landscape. Woodland and tree groups are significant landscape 
features around an apparently derelict farmstead and adjoining church (being converted 
to a community centre), adjoining a school and recreation ground which forms the 
southern edge of the settlement along the central northern part of the site boundary.  
Slopes gradually away from road from North to South into small stream valley. Land 
surrounds St Michaels Church, Arley Junior School and recreation ground. Adjoins 
existing development boundary and housing at Gun Hill, Sycamore Crescent and across 
road from Spring Hill.

Call for sites promotion 0 67 06745.31PS08

NWAR072 SITE EAST OF 
POOLEY LANE, 
POLESWORTH

Polesworth The site extends between Pooley Lane which runs along the ridge top on the west side of 
the Anker valley and the canal; recent development has been cut into the slopes to the 
south. The site comprises open pastureland/field dropping east of Pooley Lane steeply to 
the Coventry Canal. The site is outside present development boundary and partially 
screened from Polesworth and canal by Mature woodland along the canal embankment. 
There is existing housing development to south of site and access to site is off Pooley 
Lane. The junction with B5000 has poor visibility to the west due to gradient and crest of 
hill approx 100m from junction; this may raise issues of highway safety due to traffic 
speeds on B5000.

Call for sites promotion 0 60 0602.75SLA 
129/FD0878/0918

NWAR201 LAND OFF PLANK 
LANE/ ADJOINING 
B'HAM RD, W/O

Water Orton This site is well located to village facilities and comprises a patchwork of small rectilinear 
pasture fields (which may be have some historic landscape value) defined by tall 
hedgerows, with a good number of trees. The land slopes gently towards a low point in 
the central part of the site and, by virtue of the vegetation cover, is very discreet within 
the wider landscape. It is separated from the more open land to the south and west by 
Plank Lane which could form the new settlement boundary. A right of way runs close to 
the eastern boundary. Flat, Greenfield pasture land, mixed cattle and horse grazing. 
Mature hedge banks and trees screen/border and subdivide the site. No physical 
constraints to development.

Not known 0 215 02159.56SLA 116

NWAR199 LAND OFF WATTON 
LANE, WATER ORTON

Water Orton The site is a flat, narrow strip of Greenfield pasture land between Water Orton Municipal 
Housing and M42 embankment. There are no physical constraints to development.

Call for sites promotion 20 0 0200.70SLA 114

NWAR200 LAND OFF VICARAGE 
LANE, WATER ORTON

Water Orton The site consists of two rough pasture fields (grazed by horses) located both sides of a 
track and right of way on the southern edge of the village. The land within the site slopes 
very gently southwards, but rises more noticeably beyond the southern boundary towards 
a low ridge traversed by the M42/M6 link (which is not visible). The fields are contained 
by robust hedgerows and there is an area of light woodland on the eastern boundary of 
the eastern field; good hedges and trees define the southern boundary. The land has a 
moderately attractive discreet character. A small nursery lies alongside the lane within 
the site and a school lies immediately beyond the north western boundary. Flat, 
Greenfield pasture land, mixed cattle and horse grazing. No physical constraints to 
development, however site is effectively landlocked with a narrow agricultural track 
accessing the site. Mature hedge banks and trees screen and subdivide the site.

Not known 0 92 0923.43SLA 116
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